
Complete the sentences with the appropriate homophones.

10) Within a after the injury, the lamb was jumping and

bouncing around. (weak, week)

2) Lionel will a new car the end of this month. (buy, by)

3) The boy in the shirt, the balloons. (blew, blue)

4) You to the dough and rest it for an hour. (need, knead)

5) Henry opened the window to the . (sea, see)

6) A cut on her took two weeks to . (heel, heal)

7) You are not to talk in the library. (aloud, allowed)

1) A pretty the apple pie. (maid, made)

8) The mouse ate the pie and went into the . (hole, whole)

9) Ken read a about a naughty monkey with a long . (tail, tale)

Name :

Homophones are words that are pronounced alike, but are 

di!erent in meanings or spellings, or both.

Example: do I a tie clip? (wear/where)Where wear
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Complete the sentences with the appropriate homophones.

10) Within a after the injury, the lamb was jumping andweek weak

bouncing around. (weak, week)

2) Lionel will a new car the end of this month. (buy, by)buy by

3) The boy in the shirt, the balloons. (blew, blue)blue blew

4) You to the dough and rest it for an hour. (need, knead)need knead

5) Henry opened the window to the . (sea, see)see sea

6) A cut on her took two weeks to . (heel, heal)heel heal

7) You are not to talk in the library. (aloud, allowed)allowed aloud

1) A pretty the apple pie. (maid, made)maid made

8) The mouse ate the pie and went into the . (hole, whole)whole hole

9) Ken read a about a naughty monkey with a longtale tail . (tail, tale)

Answer keyName :

Homophones are words that are pronounced alike, but are 

di!erent in meanings or spellings, or both.

Example: do I a tie clip? (wear/where)Where wear
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